
PARTICIPANT # _______ 
 

Updated 2011 
 

TRUMBULL COUNTY NON-SEWING CLOTHING EVALUATION 
 

TO BE COMPLETED BY PARTICIPANT 
Name: ______________________________________________________ 4-H Age: __________________ 
Club: ___________________________________________________________ 
Have you ever completed a project in this category before? ______ yes ______ no 
 
* Please note that some projects may be repeated and still qualify for county placement and state fair 
nominations.   
 

THE TOTAL LOOK 
CATEGORY POSSIBLE 

SCORE 
ACTUAL 
SCORE 

JUDGE’S COMMENTS 

Project Requirements: 
1. Completed project book 
2. Participant has shown he/she has learned and 
completed at least two new skills during the project 
year. 

20 
Points  

 

Fashion:  refers to current popular style; uses new 
ideas in some or most aspects of color, texture, 
trimmings, other garment details, accessories, 
and/or hairstyle and makeup. Conveys a unified or 
related feeling for a total fashion effect.  It suits the 
individual. 

15 
points  

 

Design: refers to the completed picture made by 
clothes & wearer; involved the effective use of the 
elements of design: line, color, texture, space, and 
form. 

15 
Points  

 

Fit: involves the relationship of the garment to the 
body. 

15 
Points   

Project achievement: how well he/she met the goal 
of putting together a Total Look Outfit from 
purchased clothing as inexpensively as possible. 

20 
Points  

 

Grooming: basic to a neat, attractive appearance.  
Both body & clothes should be clean; garment 
should be well pressed 

10 
Points  

 

Posture & poise: good posture, head up, shoulders 
back, but relaxed.  Poise is exhibited through easy 
movements in walking, sitting, and standing. 

5 
Points  

 

Personable qualities: These are important but are NOT graded for county competition; will be part of state 
competition. 

 
OVERALL GRADE: ________________ 
100-85 points = Blue (A) 84-60 points = Red (B)  59 – below points = White (C) 

(over) 



 
 

For clothing project judging: please wear a put-together “total look” outfit.  This total look outfit should be 
put together as inexpensively as possible from purchased clothing.  Two accessory items and one minor 
garment in the outfit can (but does not have to be) from existing wardrobe items.  Shoes in the existing 
wardrobe will not count as one of the two accessory items, but will be considered in the total look 
evaluation.  You are allowed to make minor alternations to purchased clothes, such as shortening the hem, 
or changing to update the look. 

 
EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES 

 
FASHION 
Use of new ideas in some or most aspects of color, texture, trimmings, other garment details, accessories 
and/or hairstyle and makeup.  Conveys a unified or related feeling for a total fashion effect.  Fashion suits 
the individual. 
 
DESIGN 
Design is effective in total, including garment and accessories via use of elements – line, color, texture, 
space, and form, and the design principles – balance, proportion/scale, emphasis & rhythm/repetition.  
Outfit is becoming to the individual in color, proportion, and concealment of figure/build concerns.  Outfit is 
coordinated for unity both for a total and within the parts.  Outfit conveys interest, distinctiveness, and 
individuality. 
 
FIT 
Fit is related to the figure and fashion.  Smoothness is evident from the neckline to the hemline.  Fit is 
smooth throughout with appropriate ease, but no unsightly wrinkles.  Darts and seams are positioned 
correctly.  Garment is balanced on the body. 
 
PROJECT ACHIVEMENT 
Project achievement is related to how well participant has met the goal of putting together a Total Look 
Outfit from purchased clothing as inexpensively as possible.  Follows these state fair guidelines: two 
accessories and one minor garment in the outfit can be (but does not have to be) from existing wardrobe 
items.  Shoes in the existing wardrobe will not count as one of the two accessory items, but will be 
considered in the total look evaluation.  You are allowed to make minor alternations to purchased clothes, 
such as shortening the hem, or changing to update the look. 
 
GROOMING 
4-Her appears clean and neat, both in personal grooming of hair, nails, and makeup and in garments that 
are neat, clean, and in place.  Shoes are clean and in good repair.  Undergarments are appropriate and do 
not show through outer layer. 
 
POSTURE & POISE 
4-H’er exhibits good posture and poise; stands and sits straight but relaxed.  Poise is evident through an 
appearance of ease with the outfit and with self.  The member has a proper erect posture and models with 
grace and agility with easy, smooth movements in walking, sitting, and standing. 


